In the process of genetically mapping a complex disease, the question may arise whether a certain polymorphism is the only causal variant in a region. A number of methods can answer this question, but unfortunately these methods are optimal for bi-allelic loci only. We wanted to develop a method that is more suited for multi-allelic loci, such as microsatellite markers.We propose the Additional Disease Loci Test (ADLT): the alleles at an additional locus are permuted within the subsample of haplotypes that have identical alleles at the predisposing locus. The hypothesis being tested is, whether the predisposing locus is the sole factor predisposing to the trait that is in LD with the additional locus under study. We applied ADLT to simulated datasets and a published dataset on Type 1 Diabetes, genotyped for microsatellite markers in the HLA-region. The method showed the expected number of false-positive results in the absence of additional loci, but proved to be more powerful than existing methods in the presence of additional disease loci. ADLT was especially superior in datasets with less LD or with multiple predisposing alleles. We conclude that the ADLT can be useful in identifying additional disease loci.
Introduction
When a disease is mapped to a genomic region, we still face the challenge of identifying the predisposing genetic variant(s). This is mostly attempted using tests that rely on association between a specific allele and the disease. These tests assess whether the allele frequencies observed in a sample of patients deviate from the expectation, based on either relatives (e.g. parents) or unrelated people from the same population. A predisposing variant will be observed more often in patients than expected, but non-causal polymorphisms at neighbouring have shown association to this region, and many variants have been implicated (Beck & Trowsdale, 2000) .
Let us first define some vocabulary to simplify the discussion. Suppose that locus D has variants that are known or hypothesized to predispose to disease. We call this a primary locus. Suppose a set of polymorphisms in the neighborhood of D is genotyped (either functional or neutral). Some or all of these polymorphisms might be in LD with each other and/or the causal variants at locus D. We call these secondary loci.
When it is known or hypothesized that the variation at D is predisposing, then a number of methods are available to screen whether secondary polymorphisms additionally explain disease risk. A significant result has two possible explanations: the primary locus is not the only predisposing gene in the region, or, alternatively, the primary locus is not the true predisposing locus. They do not permit a choice between these explanations. In the following, we will briefly discuss existing methods and give some arguments as to why these are expected to perform sub-optimally. Broadly speaking, the methods fall into three categories:
1. Methods that compare allele frequencies at secondary loci within the subset of patients and controls with a specific genotype at the primary locus (Lie et al. 1999 , Moghaddam et al. 1997 . In addition, variants of the transmission/disequilibrium test (Lie et al. 1999 ) and the affected sib-pair method (Robinson et al. 1993) have been designed. Both use only parents (of affected offspring) that are homozygous for a specific allele at the primary locus. When this locus is the only predisposing locus, all secondary loci should show random transmission. 2. The so-called Haplotype Method (HM), which compares allele frequencies at the secondary locus (between patient and control haplotypes), within the subset of haplotypes that have identical alleles at the primary locus (Valdes & Thomson, 1997; Li, 2001 ). 3. Disease risk modelling approaches, using multiple markers as input parameters to estimate disease risk. Examples are numerous, e.g. MASC (ClergetDarpoux et al. 1988; Valdes et al. 2001) , stepwise logistic-regression (Cordell & Clayton, 2002) , log-linear modelling of haplotype effects (Rubio et al. 2002) . The Conditional Extended Transmission/Disequilibrium Test (CETDT) (Koeleman et al. 2000a (Koeleman et al. , 2000b , also falls in this category. This test compares risk of transmission to affected offspring for haplotypes that have identical alleles at the primary locus, but differ at the secondary locus.
Methods that use subsets of patients and controls (1 and 2) have the disadvantage that a (often substantial) part of the sample has to be discarded. Considerable numbers of patients and controls have to be screened to find sufficient numbers of subjects with the genotype of interest. Furthermore, when LD is not too strong, haplotypes that carry different alleles at the primary, known predisposing locus, might well carry the same risk allele at the second locus. The power of a method will improve when the information from the different subgroups can be combined Disease risk modelling approaches (3) have the disadvantage of making assumptions about how the alleles at the primary locus interact. In reality, little is known about this. Estimation of this interaction is possible, but at the cost of an extra parameter with the associated increase in degrees of freedom. For this reason, it is often assumed that the alleles act independently, as in the CETDT. A significant result at a secondary locus using this kind of model might well reflect a violation of the assumed multiplicative model at the disease locus (as suggested by the simulation results below). Furthermore, the CETDT only shows the desired test properties when sample sizes are quite substantial, in the order of 500 trios for models with two alleles at the primary locus (F. Dudbridge, personal communication) . For predisposing loci with many different alleles, such as HLA loci, the number of trios needed will increase even further before the test requirements are met.
Recently, Cordell & Clayton (2002) proposed stepwise multiple logistic regression to find the set of polymorphisms that best explains disease risk. This method was shown to perform better than CETDT, as it utilizes a higher proportion of the available trios and has fewer degrees of freedom. Their implementation is currently still confined to bi-allelic loci. However, as the number of degrees of freedom will increase substantially when multi-allelic markers are tested, we expect a lower efficiency of the method.
From the preceding survey we conclude that there still is a need for better methods: methods that combine the information from haplotypes that differ at the primary locus; perform optimally in a multi-allelic situation; and do not require assumptions about disease models.
We therefore propose an approach that is a modification of the permutation procedure for the Haplotype Method (Li, 2001 ). In the following, the method will be explained in detail. To assess its test characteristics, the method will be applied to simulated datasets. Finally, we show the results of the method on a real dataset: a genomic fine-screen in the HLA-region of Type 1 diabetes patients. Results are compared to HM (from which the method is derived), and to CETDT, as that is the most general approach suited to multi-allelic markers and is the most thoroughly tested.
Methods and Materials

Constrained permutation
Suppose we have a dataset of haplotypes composed of loci D and L with locus D a primary locus, and L an arbitrary secondary locus. Suppose locus D has alleles h = 1, . . . , H. For each allele h at locus D, the subgroup of haplotypes (both patient and control) carrying allele h is identified, and the alleles observed at locus L are permuted within that subset of haplotypes. This procedure allows us to study the allele frequency distribution at L under the constraint that the association at D is fixed. The permutation procedure implicitly assumes random mating, but only within the subsets of haplotypes that have identical alleles at the primary locus.
Additional disease locus test
The secondary locus L can have multiple alleles i occurring at different frequencies within patients and controls. A chi-square statistic is computed on the 2x I contingency table of allele frequencies at locus L,
where j designates the subgroup of haplotypes (patient or control), O ij (E ij ) is the observed (expected) number of haplotypes carrying allele i in subgroup j. E ij is computed under the null-hypothesis that there is no association, i.e. the frequency of allele i is assumed to be equal in patients and controls for all i. The chi-square is computed for the original sample of haplotypes and also for each permuted set of haplotypes; it has I -1 degrees of freedom. Note that the distribution of X 2 in the permutations can deviate markedly from the neutral expectation, due to possible LD between D and L. For this reason, the proportion of permutations that have a X 2 equal or larger than in the original sample serves as an empirical p-value. In the computation all alleles with expected values below 4 are pooled into one group.
In the simulations presented in this study we used trios consisting of an affected patient with both parents. This design enables the derivation of parental phase: the alleles in a patient that are inherited from the same parent are on the same haplotype. The alleles that are not transmitted to the patient form the control haplotypes (Falk & Rubinstein, 1987) . In practice, there is always some missing information. Permutation of incomplete haplotypes increases the variance of the test statistic, leading to a conservative test. Therefore, we performed the permutations for each secondary locus in turn, using only completely known two-locus haplotypes.
In the following, we will validate the Additional Disease Locus Test (ADLT) on several simulated samples, together with HM and CETDT.
HM -Li variant
Li proposed a different test statistic (Li, 2001) 
for the chi-square statistic at locus L for the subgroup of individuals carrying allele h at D, and define
at the maximum over all subgroups, then Li's test statistic is the max T L over all secondary loci L under study; v L,h is the number of degrees of freedom. Standardization is carried out, so that under the null-hypothesis X 2 approximately follows a standard normal distribution. This is necessary for the comparison that is made in the function "max," as the subgroups of haplotypes h and different loci can have contingency tables with different numbers of degrees of freedom. Comparing only the maximum X 2 over all loci L is an efficient way of correcting for the testing at multiple loci.
Conditional extended TDT
As a comparison, CETDT was calculated on the same simulated datasets, using the UNPHASED program set, version 2.21 (F. Dudbridge, 2003) , compiled using GCC under CYGWIN.
Simulated datasets
To test the properties of these methods, we simulated datasets representing trios genotyped for some multiallelic markers. The basic simulation procedure was as follows: random allele frequency tables are generated with a maximum of 10 alleles and a heterozygosity of about 0.8. Using these allele frequencies, four haplotypes are simulated representing two parent genotypes. LD between the loci is introduced by increasing the frequency of an allele at the secondary locus, depending on the allele chosen at the primary locus. One random haplotype of each parent is transmitted to the child, with 0.01 chance of recombination between the loci. The child has a certain chance of being affected depending on its genotype. The risk for a person without predisposing alleles is set to 0.001. Each predisposing allele multiplies that risk with an allele specific relative risk (RR), representing a multiplicative model. Unless otherwise specified a RR of 4 is used. A draw from the random generator decides, in combination with the individual risk, whether the child indeed is deemed affected, in which case the trio is saved to file. This process is repeated until the desired sample size is reached. Resulting LD was assessed by multi-allelic D' (Hedrick, 1987) , computed on the sample of control haplotypes. The simulated datasets were analyzed only using phase information that could be deduced from the pedigree.
False-positive rate
To investigate the characteristics of the methods under the null hypothesis, datasets with two loci D and L were simulated, of which only the first locus influenced disease risk. The results of the methods achieved at the second locus were assessed; the first locus was supposed to be locus D. Unless otherwise specified, the first locus was simulated to have one predisposing allele with a frequency of 0.13. This was carried out for models with a total of 2, 3 and 8 alleles at the first locus, resulting in a heterozygosity of 0.23, 0.56 and 0.73 respectively. 1000 replicates were simulated for each model and each sample size of 100, 200 and 400 trios.
The sensitivity of the methods to deviations from a multiplicative model was assessed by simulating a model with two predisposing alleles rather than one (frequency of 0.05 and 0.08), each with RR of 1.5; when present heterozygously the disease risk was additionally increased 8 times. The sensitivity of the methods to missing genotypes was tested by setting a fixed percentage of genotypes at each locus as unknown.
The fraction of false positive results was computed for 2 levels of alpha: 0.05 and 0.001. A binomial distribution can be used to test whether the observed numbers of significant results deviate from expected. The number of false positive results is significantly different from alpha = 0.05 when more than 63 or less than 38 out of 1000 replicates have a p-value below 0.05. At alpha = 0.001 the results are significantly different from alpha, when more than 3 out of 1000 replicates have a p-value below 0.001.
Conditioning at a wrong locus
We also wanted to investigate the influence of misspecification of the primary locus. For this purpose, datasets were simulated with a third locus, in strong LD (resulting D'≈ 0.85) with the disease locus D. The datasets were analyzed conditioning on this third locus, while testing both the true disease locus D and a neutral locus L.
Power
To assess the power of the methods, one allele at the second locus additionally modified disease risk. The first locus had in all cases one predisposing allele (freq 0.13) with an RR of 4. The effect of the second locus was independent of the first locus. The frequency of the predisposing allele at the second locus was set to about 0.1. The power was assessed at sample sizes of 100, 200 and 400 trios using 100 replicates. In the dominant model, the risk was multiplied 8 times when at least one predisposing allele was present at the second locus. In the recessive model, the risk was multiplied 8 times when two predisposing alleles were present.
To investigate the influence of LD on the test characteristics datasets were simulated for different levels of LD. To investigate the influence of missing genotypes, 5%, 10% and 20% of the genotypes at each locus were set to unknown. The influence of multiple predisposing alleles was assessed by simulating datasets with either two predisposing alleles (freq 0.05 and 0.08) at the primary locus and one predisposing allele (freq 0.1) at the second locus, or one predisposing allele (freq 0.13) at the primary locus and two predisposing alleles at the second locus (freq 0.1).
Type 1 diabetes dataset
We re-analyzed the dataset with Type 1 diabetes that is publicly available (see electronic references), to further compare the applicable methods. The dataset consists of 353 pedigrees from the Warren 1 repository, consisting of two parents and two affected offspring (Bain et al 1990) . These were typed for 5 HLA loci (A, B, C, DQB1 and DRB1) and 28 polymorphic microsatellites in the HLA-region. The data were analyzed by Herr et al. (2000) , and details can be found there. Among other results, they reported an association with D6S2223, which was significant when conditioning for the effects of HLA-DQB1 and -DRB1 (p-value without multiple testing correction = 0.0018). We used a subset of the data for analysis: pedigrees were selected with both parents and at least one child fully typed for DQB1 and DRB1. When both children were fully typed, one was chosen at random. 31 families were excluded, as one of the parents was also affected by Type 1 diabetes. The resulting dataset consisted of 239 trios. Empirical p-values were determined for ADLT and HM using 10 7 permutations. For the HM both the global p-value and the results for the individual markers are reported. We used 0.001 (equivalent to -log 10 (p) = 3) as the threshold to label results as significant. Note that, as TDT is a valid test for linkage in multiplex families, CETDT would have higher power when both affected sibs were included.
Results
Simulation data
False-positive rate The fractions of false positive results are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . Our simulation of LD influences the allele frequency at the neutral locus; this causes the heterozygosity at the neutral locus to be higher when the number of alleles at the predisposing locus increases. The ADLT and HM have fractions of false positive results within the expected range. CETDT has too many false positive results in the models with multiple alleles at the primary locus. In the model that deviates from the The influence of missing genotypes is shown in Table 2 . The ADLT and HM still have fractions of false positive results within the expected range, while CETDT exhibits an increased fraction of false positive results.
Conditioning at a wrong locus
The fraction of significant results in datasets in which the wrong locus is used for conditioning, rather than the true predisposing locus, is shown in Table 3 . ADLT has the highest power when the true locus is included in the dataset. At a neutral locus, the fraction of significant results is much lower. CETDT has more results that are significant at lower sample sizes.
Power
Results for a number of disease models are shown in Tables 4 to 7. HM has the lowest power in all simulated data sets. ADLT has slightly more power than CETDT, particularly for models with more predisposing alleles at the primary locus and less LD. Decreasing levels of LD between the loci increases power for all methods, but ADLT seems to gain the most power. Missing genotypes decrease the power of CETDT and ADLT in a similar way.
Type 1 diabetes dataset
The results for the selection of Type 1 diabetes patients are presented in (unconditional) ETDT (Sham & Curtis, 1995) for 33 markers, 15 of the markers have a -log 10 (p-value) larger than 3 (equivalent to a p-value of 0.001). The most significant p-values are seen at HLA-DQB1 and HLA-DRB1; both are roughly equally significant. The overall test of the HM rejects the hypothesis that either DQB1 or DRB1 are the sole predisposing loci (pvalue resp. <1e-7 and 1e-7), but the hypothesis that the combination of DQB1 and DRB1 are the predisposing factors is not rejected (p-value = 0.144).
When conditioning at locus DQB1, all methods yield highly significant results at DRB1. In this case, the ADLT shows an additional significant result at the marker D6S258, with -log 10 (p) = 4.27. The HM has an additional significant result at C1-2-A (-log 10 (p) = 3.93).
When conditioning on locus DRB1 ADLT has equally significant results at two loci: DQB1 and D6S2444, and therefore cannot distinguish between these two. CETDT has a significant result only for DQB1, although much less extreme. The HM also shows a significant result at HLA-DQB1 (-log 10 (p) = 7), but an additional significant association is seen at TNF-e (-log 10 (p) = 3.62). Four other loci near that locus show near significant results (-log 10 (p) over 2).
When conditioning on both HLA-DQB1 and DRB1, no method yields significant results for other loci. Results approaching significance were seen for ADLT (3 markers with a p-value smaller than 0.02). These results suggest that the effects of either DQB1 or DRB1 cannot explain the risk for Type 1 diabetes independently, Power at alpha = 0.001 based on 100 replicates per model and sample size. Models are further described in the text. Power at alpha = 0.001 based on 100 replicates per model and sample size. Models are further described in the text but there is little evidence for the influence of additional loci.
Discussion
We developed the Additional Disease Locus Test (ADLT) to test whether a certain locus explains all the disease risk in a genomic region. At secondary loci it combines the information from haplotypes that have different alleles at locus D, without making specific assumptions about the disease model. We have shown ADLT to have the expected distribution in the absence of an effect at secondary loci; thus this method is indeed able to correct for LD effects of known predisposing loci, also when the data is incomplete. ADLT showed better power than existing methods, especially in datasets with multiple predisposing alleles at locus D, and at low levels of LD between the markers.
ADLT compared to other methods
When compared to HM, ADLT showed markedly higher power on simulated datasets, due to combining information of haplotypes with different alleles at locus The ADLT and HM share several features that are advantageous over CETDT. The first two methods do not explicitly assume disease models, as is done by CETDT. Thus, the number of parameters to be estimated is small, which makes them valid for smaller sample sizes than CETDT.
The large number of parameters that are estimated is indeed the major drawback of CETDT. The assumption of a multiplicative disease model is made, in order to reduce the number of parameters, but not on biological grounds. As suggested in the introduction, deviations from the multiplicative model might cause false positive results; the simulation results support this view (Table 1 , last model).
However, with many alleles at the predisposing locus the number of parameters to be estimated is still high, despite the multiplicative disease model. Therefore, many trios are required before the desired asymptotic test properties are reached. In the simulations, CETDT produced too many false positive results even for samples of 400 trios. Pooling of rare haplotypes might improve this, but most haplotypes of highly polymorphic markers are rare. For example, when conditioning on HLA-DQB1 in the Type 1 diabetes dataset, the haplotypes with a parental frequency of over 5% comprise only 48% of the haplotype counts. When conditioning at both DQB1 and DRB1, this is only 26%. This makes pooling of rare haplotypes quite inefficient.
An additional advantage of ADLT over CETDT is that it can be applied to trios consisting of the patient with their spouse and child as well. Such a design is disadvantageous from a methodological point of view, as it is sensitive to population stratification and nonrandom mating. However, it might still be useful for late onset diseases, as it is often difficult to enroll sufficient numbers of traditional trios.
Possible limitations
Earlier, the use of family based control alleles was shown to be sensitive to population stratification, as the test could become somewhat conservative (Ewens & Spielman 1995) . The same will apply for ADLT, although to a lesser degree, as the permutations are constrained by the alleles observed at the primary locus.
The ADLT procedure does not account for the specific combination of two haplotypes that form a person's genotype; both haplotypes are permuted independently. One could expect this to lead to false positive results when there is a strong deviation from the multiplicative model. In our simulations (Table 1 , last model) we have shown that this is not the case, while CETDT shows an increase of false positive results. Nevertheless, a variant of ADLT could be designed: permutation of transmission of haplotypes within a parent could be constrained by the transmission-nontransmission table at the predisposing locus. We expect this only to work in situations with few alleles at the primary locus or with large datasets, because otherwise many genotypes are observed only rarely. It is also possible to design a comparable constrained permutation procedure to test unphased genotypes, e.g. case-control studies. We are currently developing these extensions.
The Pearson chi-square test that we use is relatively insensitive when only one allele at a locus differs in frequency between patients and controls. When using microsatellite markers at secondary loci, this is only a minor problem. As it is unlikely that these markers are themselves predisposing to disease, we expect them only to be in some degree of LD with the causal mutation, which makes it likely that multiple alleles will show differences in frequency between patients and controls. Note that the presented simulations mostly had a predisposing effect in only one allele, and thus already represent this unfortunate situation.
One might question the validity of using only one patient from a sib pair design, ignoring the multiplex character of the families. In general, this will lead to an increased number of risk alleles in the non-transmitted haplotypes, thereby decreasing the power. This kind of approach cannot be used to reliably estimate the strength of the relative risks, but significant differences between 'case' and 'control' allele frequencies are still evidence for the presence of an effect at secondary loci.
The threshold value of alpha = 0.001, seems a cautious choice, as a Bonferroni correction for 32 markers at 0.001 gives an equivalent p-value of 1-(1-alpha) 32 ≈ 0.03. Bonferroni correction is known to be conservative for independent tests. In this situation, tests are correlated due to strong LD between the markers, thus reducing the actual number of independent tests. ADLT and HM seem to perform better than CETDT on this dataset, as they have more significant results.
General limitation
An important point to note, that holds for all the methods discussed, is the following: the correction for the effect of a primary locus is only complete when the observed variation is a true causal polymorphism or in complete LD with it. In general, it cannot be concluded on statistical grounds whether a polymorphism is causal. Therefore, in the absence of additional external evidence for the involvement of the observed variation, there is always the possibility that the effect at the secondary locus is an artifact due to incomplete correction of the effect at the primary locus, and that the primary locus is not the true causal variation (Cordell & Clayton, 2002; Li, 2001 ).
In conclusion, we think that the ADLT can be useful in association studies of complex disease, to distinguish between additional disease loci and apparent associations caused by LD with a known disease locus. The method is especially suited for datasets of multi-allelic markers, and does not require assumptions about the disease model. The procedure can be adapted for tests using unphased genotypes or TDT-like tests.
